We report preliminary results of elastic eD scattering at large momentum transfer performed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center using two high resolution spectrometers in coincidence.
INTRODUC TION
The deuteron is the simplest bound state in nuclear physics with the consequence that its structure and internal dynamics are of fundamental significance.
The deuteron has an important role in nuclear particle physics as a spin 1, isospin 0 dibaryon target for the study of symmetries of the strong interactions, for the investigation of elementary phenomena with a variety of photon and hadron particle beams and as a quasi-free neutron target for investigations of neutron-proton differences at high energies. This elementary neutron-proton bound state is reasonably well understood out to a relative momentum of -500 MeV/c in terms of the one-boson exchange potential (OBE P) using the known spectrum and couplings of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons or in terms of phenomenological potentials derived from N-N phase shifts and the deuteron's eiectromagnetic currents. Historically since the discovery of this isotope of hydrogen in 1932 by Urey, each decade of subsequent work has been marked by significant progress in the interplay of experiment and theory toward unraveling the subtleties of the nuclear force.
We present preliminary results of the measurement of electrondeuteron elastic scattering in the interval 0.8 i q2 d 6 GeV2. This investigation of the deuteron employed the by now classic technique of high ener 7 electron scattering developed by Hofstadter and co-workers in the 1950's. The measurements were performed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center using the electron beam in the range 5 to 19 GeV with average currents from 0.2 to 30 microamperes and using the three small-acceptance highresolution spectrometers on a common pivot. 2 These unique capabilities available at SLAC made this experimtint possible.
This investigation significantly extends the boundary on the deuteron structure function A(q2) beyond q2 -1.3 GeV2. 3 The deuteron structure function is extracted from the standard one-photon exchange electron scattering cross section, da _ dg --%?J Mott A(q2) + B(q2) tan 2 'e a3 2 whe e the invari 1s ,6 -t momentum transfer in terms of the . 9 -4 EiEf sin 0e/2.
electron's variables
In order, the sections of this paper contain the predictions for A(q2), a descr'ption of the measurements, analysis, and the preliminary results for A(q k ), and the comparison with the theories.
(1) THEORETICAL 
PREDICTIONS
Processes which are used to describe e-D elastic scattering are displayed in Fig. 1 . At low q2 (<< M2), the impulse approximation diagram (Fig. la) is expected to dominate and calculations using nonrelativistic wave functions (satisfying OBEP with a depression in $ for r < 1F) are in good agreement with eD elastic scattering as well as a large body of other low energy data. The deuteron structure function A(q2) determined by forward electron scattering is dominated b the charge and quadrupole distributions. For the spin-one deuteron, Gros 2 has shown that 2 28222 2 A(q ) = Go+gq G2 +p G1 where 17 = q2/4M2 and the G(q2)ls are the cl&ge, quadrupole, and magnetic form factors, respectively.
Thus A, the deuteron structure function, is a composite of all of the deuteron's electromagnetic properties. The other term in Eq. (l), B(q2), the deuteron Is magnetic s true ture function, is just a function of Gl. The individual terms in Eq. (2) are displayed in Fig. 2 for the impulse approximation prediction out to q2 -8 GeV2 (200 F-2); A(q2) is calculated using empirical dipole fits for the nucleon form factors, i. e. , with GEy. = 0, and using the boundary conclltlon wave functions of FeshbachLomon (Potential #15 with the 3D1 state percentage of 7.55%). 5 Spherical Bessel functions j. and j2 of argument qr/Z modulate Go, G2, and G1. The magnetic term is small everywhere with a maximum contribution of 20% to A at q2 r 5.8 GeV2. The-impulse approximation predictions using three nonrelativis tic wave functions (FL-5 with PD = 5.2%, FL-15 and the Bethe-Reid Soft Core6 with P = 6.5%) are given in Fig. 3 . T!?e'differences in A are due to the differing percentages of tensor force and treatments of the interior of $.
Refinements to the deuheron wave functions from inserting isobars to give N-N'(1470) and A-A (1236) admixtures, because of their high momentum components , are expected to increase A at high q2. Similar contributions to A are expected from loops and oscillations in the interior of the deuteron wave function from a v+triety of postulated dynamic s . At high momentum transfer, it was expected that mechanisms which share the momentum transfer approximately equally between the two nucleons would dominate the structure function.
Otherwise the deuteron would break up when struck with a q > 350 MeV/c.
Three such momentum--4-equipart.ition diagrams are displnycd in Fig. 1 3. Deuteron s true ture functions A(q2)-culated by Jackson, Lande, and Riska to boost A by a factor of 3 over the impulse approximation already at q 2 = 1.75 GeV2.10 Thus theorists who are applying these meson exchange currents to an increasing variety of classical nuclear physics problems? have predicted a dramatic flattening of A with increasing y' beyond 1 GeV-.
An alternative a enbecler and Gunion. PP roach to sharing of q2 has been suggested by BlankThe photon-meson vertex is treated by vector dominance with the vector meson subsequently scattering from one nucleon and being absorbed by the other. This model, which introduces mechanisms understood to dominate at high energies, predicts the flattening of A shown in Fig. 3 . The electromagnetic 2y mechanism shown in Fig. ld is another candidate for sharing the momentum transfer to the two nucleons equally. I2 Observation of this effect would have important implications for high energy lepton scattering which is universally analyzed in the ly approximation. As observed in Fig. 3 , the predicte d2A from 2y exchange is still below the ly result since the extra fac,or of CY (-10m4) is not fully recovered by the deuteron wave function at zero-relative momentum, The final approach toward understanding deuteron structure at large q2 takes the bold step of viewing the deuteron as a six-quark bound state. The nucleons and meson clouds are replaced by point-like constituents which share the momentum transfer roughly equally, i. e. , q/6, in the high energy collision with the virtual photon as displayed in Fig. lc . The dimensionalscaling quark model of Brodsky and Farrar13 has enjoyed substantial success in describing large momentum transfer dependences for both inclusive and exclusive reactions.
They use a Bethe-Salpeter model for hadrons constructed of bound point-like objects and predict that the q2 dependence of processes in the scaling region (s >> q2 >> m2, s =c.m. energy) is determined by the total number of constituent fields participating in the interaction. The hadron electromagnetic form factors are predicted to have the q2 dependence,
The momentum transfer q to the hadron must be partitioned among the constituent quarks to change their momentum along q, and roughly speaking there is one power of qB2 in the form factor from the propagator of each off mass shell quark. For n quarks there are n-l off shell in the coupling to the virtual photon. This model predicts F7r -(s2F1 
where the effective quark mass, m factor (rnj$ = .71/g).
can be taken from the proton form Equations (7 Qa'nd (8) are useful to see whether the experiment is consistent with (q2)-s at momentum transfers where the 6 quarks are near their mass-shell values.
.:
To summarize this section, the theoretical predictions for the q2 dependence of the deuteron structure function A(q2) for c$ > > 1 GeV2 are widely divergent.
Classical nuclear physics, meson exchange current phenomenology , and the dimensional-scaling quark model take strikingly different views of short distance phenomena.
Some of the predictions are displayed in Fig. 3. THE EXPERIMENT, ANALYSIS, AND RESULTS
q2>
Elastic electron deuteron scattering was measured a$nine values of 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0 GeV-, using two spectrometers in coincidence for an enhancement in signal-to-noise over a single spcc trometer rangin, e from 200 to 1000. The system was calibrated using e P elastic scatterin, m and the eD cross section was determined by comparison with the coincident yield for eP scattering at each q20 The accidental coincidence background was 20% of the elastic eD signal at q2 of 1 C&V2 and decreased faster than the signal with increased q' until above q2 of 2.5 there was no accidental background.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of performing elastic coincidence experiments on a low duty cycle electron linac (the SZAC duty cycle is 5 x 10-4).
APPARATUS
A schematic of the scattering geometry is given in Fig. 4 . The primary electron beam with pulse length of 1.5 ps was momentum-analyzed to N *O. 5% in Ap/p and passed through a liquid hydrogen or deuterium target. The beam current was measured using the SLAC toroids. A Faraday cup was used to check the toroid calibration at regular intervals between runs. The uncertainty in the ratio of the total charge delivered to the targets was less than 1%.
The targets were identical 30 cm long Al cylinders 5 cm in diameter with .25mm side walls and .l3 mm end caps in which liquid hydrogen and deuterium was circulated from reservoirs at 21° and 1.5 atm. Tests were made and no indication was found for changes in the target density due to bubbling of the liquid over the full range of beam power of this experiment.
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The scattered electrons were detected in a spectrometer capable of analyzing particles up to 20 GeV/c momentum which was kept fixed at 8 degrees Ll1it.h respect to the incident beam. The recoil protons and deuterons lvere detected in the 8 GeV spectrometer which ~vas moved from 75 to 53 degrees as cl2 varied from 0.8 to 6 GeV2. These fzwo spectrometers are high resolution multimagnet systems with separate momentum and scattering angle foci whose transport properties and acceptances have been studied carefully by various experimenters in the past few years. For our lrinematics the 8 GeV spectrometer was the limiting aperture in 8 and Cp with an acceptance of roughly A0 A+ Ap/p =y (. 015)(. 060)(. 04) sr.
Scattered electrons were-.identified in the 20 GeV spectrometer with a two-fold scjntillator coincidence plus a high pulse height from a lead glass and lead lucite total absorption shower counter (see Fig. 5a ). tum acceptance of 4% in Ap/p of the scattered electrons included the elastic eD peak with a width of approximately -f. 370 along with the upper portion of the quasielastic peak, as shown in Fig. 6 . The quasielas tic electrons accounted for nearly all the electron counting rate and were the main source of background in the 20 GeV arm. The charged pion background is insignificant near the elastic peak at 80 as determined by the pulse height distribution in the total absorption counter. The trigger for a good particle in the 8 GeV spectrometer was a fourfold scintillator coincidence (see Fig. 5b ). This spectrometer was operated at momenta in the range 0.9 to 3 GeV and the primary counting rate in the eD measurements was due to large numbers of recoil protons from quasielastic electron scattering in the target, Approximately 57~ of the 8 GeV single arm rate was due to pions. The 8 GeV spectrometer was also equipped with four planes of scintillator hodoscopes which were used for track reconstruction for those events with one unambiguous track with resolution of 0.3 mr in 8 and 0.2% in Ap/p. 16 Using the measured tracks of the momentum analyzed particles and the known transport properties of the two spectrometers , the double arm missing mass resolution was 10 MeV for 10 GeV incident electrons e The 4.3 m flight path between the first and last scintillators in the 8 GeV detector system made possible identification of pions , protons, and deuterons by time of flight (TOF); protons and deuterons were separated up to q2 CZ 3 GeV2. The information from the 8 GeV hodoscopes and from TOF inside the 8 GeV arm was used to give confidence in the double arm time-of-flight identification of elastic eD events, described below e The eD elastic signal was clearly established in the double arm TOF and any further cuts would have made a small improvement in the signal-tonoise at the price of making corrections for the inefficiencies of those cuts, The eD elastic events were identified by recording the relative time of flight of particles causing triggers in the two spectrometers.
The electron trigger was used for the start and the deuteron trigger for the stop in a 1024-channel time-to-digital converter. One such double arm TOF spectrum is displayed in Fig. 7 . The peak represents the signal of double arm elastic eD events. The background of accidental coincidences is caused mainly by electrons in the 20 GeV and protons in the 8 GeV system from separate quasielastic events in the target. The momentum and angle acceptance of the two spectromet.ers was small enough that true eP coincidences from quasielastic scattering were not accepted by the system. This accidental background was 20% of the eD coincidence peak height at q2 = 1 GeV2 and decreased at larger q2 until at q2 = 2.5 GeV2 and above the background was negligible.
The accidental background in the eP TOF spectra was less than 1%.
This experiment would not have been possible using only one spectrometer. The top curve in Fig. 6 shows the momentum spec trum2 oJ scattered electrons at q -2 GeV2 with no visible elastic peak and the large quasielastic signal rising at lower momenta out to the limit of the acceptance.
The bottom curve in Fig. 6 and the curve in Fig. 8 on a linear scale show the momentum spectrum of electrons for those events in a time cut containing the double arm TOF peak in Fig. 7 . The ratio of the area of the signal peak to the area of the uncut signal plus background in Fig. 6 is N l/220.
A similar situ&Lion existed in the recoil arm. The hatched area in Fig. 8 represents the momentum eak. Fig. 9 shows the eP and eD coincidence elastic peaks at q2 OflGeV)
indicating the relative sizes of the eP and eD signals and the comparable peak shapes. The eP and eD coincident counting rates used in this analysis were determined from the areas of the elastic peaks as in Fig.  9 after the accidental background was subtracted.
An XDS 9300 computer was used to monitor the hardware and analyze a sample of the data as it was being accumulated.
The computer was alerted for single arm electron and deuteron and double arm coincidence triggers, and all event information was logged on magnetic tape for later study. The current in the power supplies for the 17 spectrometer magnets was continuously monitored and kept stable to one part in 104.
ANALYSIS
The deuteron elastic cross section at each q2 was determined from the ratio of the deuteron to proton coincidence yields, times the ratios of correction factors discussed below, times the world's average proton cross set tion. The deduced deuteron cross section was observed to decrease by a factor of about 200,000 over the measured interval in q". At q' = 6 GeV' no double arm coincidences were observed for 1.9 coulombs of incident electrons.
The 3 standard deviation upper limit for the cross section is dc/dQD 5 5 X lO*O cm2/sr.
At this q2 the eD elastic coincident event rate is estimated at 1 event per week at full SLAC beam power, with an accidental rate of 1 event per 5 to 10 years.
The ratio measurements we report have the advantage that most of the important properties of the detection system that affect the coincidence counting rate do not change or change very little for the conditions of eP and eD scattering.
Using the corrections described below, the absolute eP cross sections have also been extracted for all q20 world average cross l7
They agree with the sections within the estimated 20% uncertainty of the absolute measurement, which lends additional support to our confidence in the ratio results.
The important corrections used to extract cross sections are as follows:
1.
Dead time. The dead time of the trigger system was kept below 10% by adjusting the beam current and was accurately measured. 2.
Inefficiency of the F' GeV trigger. Deuterons and protons are absorbed and scattered differently by nuclear collisions in the scintillator material in the 8 GeV detector system (total path length, 8.5 gm/cm2) contributing to different losses of elastic events from the proton and deuteron triggers. These effects have been studied experimentally using the single arm 8 GeV data and we have calculated the effect using elastic and inelastic cross sections from the literature.
The ratio of proton to deuteron absorption losses is 1.10 f 0.05 for all values of q2-
38
Solid angle variation.
To measure eP and eD scattering at the same q the electron scattering angle was kept fixed at 80 while the beam energy, spectrometer momenta, and recoil angle were adjusted. This change in the -11 -recoil angle (from 10 to 20 degrees) made small changes in the angular acceptance. The double arm acceptance is determined by the vacuum pipe and detectors of the 8 GeV spectrometer.
To determine the ratio of the double arm acceptance for eP to eD scattering we have constructed a detailed AIonte Carlo model ivhich includes: the transport coefficients for both spectrometers determined from previous work, 13 events with elastic kinematics, a spread on the incident beam enerbT, internal and external soft photon radiation from the incident and scattered electrons in the target material and windows, multiple coulomb scattering of the recoil particles, and the geometry of all slits, vacuum pipes, and detectors of our configuration. Using this model v:e determ.ined?the ratio of the deuteron to proJon acceptance to be approsimately 1 at q-of 1 GeV2 growing to 1,3 at q of 6 GeV2* We estimate the uncertainty of this ratio to be less than 10%. 4.
Radiative corrections.
The radiative corrections to elastic scattering where the recoil target particle and the scattered electron are detected in coincidence are more complicated than that for the case where only the scattered electron or the recoil particle is detected.
For coincidence detection the phase space for the undetected photons is restricted and the boundaries for the phase space integrals depend on the details of the kinematics and the detector acceptances of a given experiment,
We have done a numerical evaluation of the effect of soft photon radiationI for our precise geometry and kinematics using the double arm Monte Carlo, and we find that the ratio of the radiative corrections for eP and eD scattering with coincidence detection is 1.00 f 0.05 for all q2 of this experiment,
The important corrections to the individual counting rates which divide out of the ratio include: trigger inefficiency of the electron detector (-1%); track inefficiency of the wire chambers in the 20 GeV spectrometer (-lO?o) ; absolute normalization of the charge measured by the toroids (1%).
RESULTS
The results for the deuteron structure function A(q2) deduced from our measurements are presented in Fig. 10 , along with current theoretical predie tions . The experimental uncertainty in the ratio method is thought to be less than 12%. The error bars on the data points in Fig. 10 represent the statistical errors, the error on the world's eP cross sections, and the approximate 12% uncertainty in the ratio measurement added in quadrature for this preliminary report.
The error bar at q2 = 6 GeV2 represents a lstandard deviation limit.
INTERPRETATION
OF RESULTS ~'-T e structure function is observed to decrease rapidly and smoothly by h) 10 B in the interval 1 to 6 GeV2. The meson exchange current predictions are completely contradicted by this experiment, i.e. , instead of dominating at high q2 they appear to be absent. This conflict of experiment and theory is particularly significant because of the rapidly developing application of meson exchange current calculations in nuclear physics.
Some of the possible reasons for complete failure of the exchange current predictions are enumerated.
1. This disagreement may arise from the isoscalar nature of the deuteron's electromagnetic current (AT = 0 implies an odd number of pions -13 -at the virtual photon-meson vertex). 2. It may be a violation of W(3) symmetry so that the decay p -ry is strongly suppressed.
The comparison in Fig. 10 with CMR yields Ipry 5 0.25/100 hIeV where 0.25 hfeV was used as an upper limit on the decay width by CKR. Similar implications apply to the existence of the radiative decay w -cry.
3. It may arise from the very rapid weakening of vector-m-eson domimance of the photon as its mass becomes large, i.e. , q zq2*= 4. It may arise from subtle cancellations in diffractive amplitudesI as the meson propagates from one nucleon to the second one.
5. It could be that quarks rather than mesons and nucleons are the important degrees of freedom at large q2.
The recent measurement l9 of the decay width I'pny = 35 f 10 keV decreases the CMR prediction by -4 at q2 = 4 GeV2 for A(q2) so that this prediction is still 25 times grea'ler than e,xperiment.
The predictions of the nonrelativistic potential models indicated in Fig. 10 are in rough agreement (within factors of 2 to 10) with the results of this experiment.
Other NN A(q2). However, 3 otentials may also fit the high q2 behavior of very low q eD elastic data favors the potential FL-15 with the BR-SC and FL-5 being acceptable there at the 2 standard deviation level. 2 O For those curves we have used thzlbest fit nucleon form factors, p&gg ~b&y$-tnd G&fN in EpatiywAt this time we do not want to he various potential models because of the theoretical work required on relativistic corrections or a relativistic theory of the NN interact.ion. 22 The relativistic corrections now available are presented as expansions in powers of q2/m2 and are not reliable above q2 -1 GeV2. We can say, based on the rough agreement of the nonrelativistic models with our data, that such corrections are smooth and probably smaller than a factor of 2 to 10 out to q2 of 4 GeV2. Since GEN contributes about 60% to A(q2) in the impulse approximation, it may be possible, using the best available deuteron wave functions with relativistic corrections, to extend the information on the neutron form factor in the further analysis of our data.
Isobar admixtures and short range forbidden states have been speculated to reside in the deuteron. 7 To the extent that both of these mechanisms give significant high-momentum components to the deuteron wave function that would flatten out A(q2), it can be observed in Fig, 10 that these theoretical speculations are made highly improbable by this experiment .
The deuteron viewed as a structure of 6 point-like quarks fits the observed falloff of A(q2). The (q2)5 F to A(q2) approaches a constant at re P form in Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) applied atively low values of q2 as dis % layed in Fig. 11 for Eq. (8), Indeed the premature approach to scaling at q r D 75 GeV2 (from Eq, (7)) has important implications for both -the dimensional scaling quark model and for nuclear physics, This prec&ious scaling when the constituent quarks are near their mass-shell has been observed in other reactions and may be illuminating a new feature of the quark model or a new principle like high-energy duality. 23 The implications for nuclear physics are vast if quarks are the degrees of freedom at short distances in nuclei. This W(3) content in the short distance behavior of the N-N interaction could show up in a variety of nuclear physics phenomena, particularly in view of this early appearance (at low q2) of B-quarks in the deuteron.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to suggest whether the ability of both classical nuclear phys. and the dimensional-scaling quark model to explain the large q2 dependence of the deuteron structure is an accident. We suspect that it is not an accident, This coincidence should be a significant guide Ia the development of a better understanding of the structure of nuclear and hadronic matter. terest and support of this investigation. We thank members of Group A and Dr. Robert Anderson for sharing with us their expertise, particularly with the spectrometers.
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